PERSPECTIVE

Regulatory compliance management in
banks: Challenges and complexities
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Structure
• Banks’ compliance efforts are narrowly focused on a centralized governance, risk

and compliance (GRC) function. As a result, banks have been unable to build new
competencies required for countering emerging compliance risks. For e.g., many
banks’ customer experience programs are disconnected from their compliance
risk programs, even as customer experience aspects significantly impact
compliance risks today.

• GRC functions of banks have constricted interpretation of compliance risk,

which is detached from the banks’ broader operational and business risks.
Compliance management activities lack integration with the banks’ broader risk
management processes.

• Compliance has evolved to encompass new risk sources such as channel, product,
customer, and operations. It is embedded across the banks’ business activities
and has become much more complex and intertwined. However, the banks’ GRC
function has not evolved their strategy to address compliance risks emanating
from these newer risk sources.

• Lack of end-to-end and bank-wide compliance management framework to

seamlessly integrate myriad regulatory mandates and make it easily accessible
and understandable for all concerned stakeholders.

• Compliance function is still focused on ‘high risk to the bank’s bottom line’

businesses areas. In many banks, regulations are usually addressed by the lines
of business (LOBs) `that are the most affected’. For e.g., in some banks for FATCA
compliance, tax division took the charge. This results in siloed understanding and
implementation of the regulation.

• The compliance responsibilities for a centralized GRC function versus that of the

LOBs are not clearly defined. There is inconsistency in compliance and risk functions’
organization structures across LoBs. This creates enormous challenges in designing
and implementing appropriate risk governance, assessment, monitoring, and testing
approaches across LoBs.

Suboptimal
strategy
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• Compliance management is not inextricably linked to the banks’ business

decision-making process. So, instead of using a `preventive defense’ method,
a `compliance sign-off (checking boxes)’ approach is followed. Compliance is
treated as a necessary evil and an after-the-fact activity – even though most of the
banking activities today are conducted in real time.

• GRC programs are managed in a haphazard and uncoordinated manner, resulting

in inconsistent and half-baked implementations. Banks’ risk and compliance
management solutions address risks in silos, for e.g., only financial risk, operational
risk, or SOX compliance.

• Banks run a parallel risk and compliance initiative. Risk and compliance activities
are managed in silos by separate departments of the bank, use different and
disparate data sets, and varying processes for risk reporting, assessment, and
testing across LoBs.

Inferior
approach
• Banks’ compliance management functions face huge shortage of skilled

personnel, for e.g., AML compliance-related professionals in the UK, default
servicing legal experts in the US.

• Traditionally, a bank’s compliance staff operated mostly in the advisory capacity and

did not have to work on actual risk identification / management. With the changed
regulatory environment and complexities, the staff has a tough time in reinventing
themselves. They lack the understanding of business operations, the underlying
compliance, and other risk imperatives. And yet, banks have failed to come up with a
coherent and effective strategy to optimally up-skill their staff.

• Banks have been hiring thousands of new regulatory compliance specialists,

without putting a robust staffing plan in place. This has further intensified the
battle for scarce talent and associated costs. For example, by the end of 2014,
Citigroup had ~30,000 of its staff engaged in the regulatory compliance aspects
– an increase by around one-thirds in just three years. Similarly, JPMorgan Chase
expanded its risk control function staff by ~30%.

Deficient staffing
and skills
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Technology
• Compliance IT implementation efforts focus solely on the initial compliance

mandates and little or no attention is paid on the sustainability aspects. This leads
to non-standard `quick fixes’ that increase the future complexity and
reduce scalability.

Suboptimal
IT strategy

• Banks have taken a tactical workaround approach, rather than a holistic and strategic

approach towards meeting compliance requirements. This leads to inherited `technical
debt, for the future and at that point in time, remediation becomes extremely costly
and challenging.

• As new regulations were introduced over the years, banks simply developed /

purchased point solutions for managing specific regulatory mandates. This has led to,
over the years, creation of duplicate systems, data stores, documentation,
and processes.

• Lack of automated compliance management system. There is heavy reliance on

labor-intensive, slow and error-prone manual files, hard copies, and Excel spread
sheets, which are often stored in different departments of the bank.

Inadequate
automation

• Banks’ compliance processes (for e.g., customer due-diligence / KYC) lack

standardization and automation (for e.g., information collection and manual
onboarding). This results in significant process slow-downs, lost fee income
opportunities, and poor client satisfaction. There is heavy usage of semi-automated
and unsophisticated tools.

• With myriad digital channels (websites, social media, mobile apps, search engines,

marketplaces, and more), banks lack the technology capabilities to effectively track all
the channels to identify compliance policy violations and risk events
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• Compliance and operational risk programs operate in silos and leverage separate

systems for risk assessment, control, and testing. Integrated view of risk and
compliance indicators is lacking. This has resulted in non-uniform compliance coverage
and escalated compliance cost.

Lack of
integration

• Banks’ systems (for e.g., CDD / KYC) lack integration with other relevant systems (for
e.g., AML transaction monitoring system).

• Further, reliance on a myriad of siloed legacy IT systems and complex operating
structures makes systems integration (for e.g., for enabling effective liquidity
management) challenging.

• Lack of standard enterprise-wide compliance testing approaches.
There is an overreliance on manual testing methods.

Suboptimal
Testing
approaches

• Operational and compliance risks testing are executed in silos. Also, compliance
testing within the individual LOBs is done in a silo. This leads to inconsistent
application of compliance procedures and policies across LOBs.

• While strong forensic testing capabilities exist in banks for AML / BSA transaction

monitoring, fair lending, and call monitoring, it is leveraged on ad-hoc basis in most
other business areas.
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Data

Substandard
data strategy

• Lack of robust third-

• Suboptimal

compliance and risk
data governance,
aggregation,
and architectural
processes. Immature
and nonstandard
data management
processes
prevent banks
from developing
a nuanced
understanding of the
risk and compliance
status and of the
customers’ needs and
activities.

party and a client
master file makes
banks’ compliance
(for e.g., with SOX,
KYC, MiFID, etc.)
quite challenging.
Information (for e.g.,
KYC) gathered is not
optimally utilized for
controlling risks.

• Lack of reporting

standardization at
the LoB level, limiting
the banks’ ability to
arrive at cross-LoB
insights. Reports are
mainly prepared at
the enterprise level
which is focused
on purely historical
events. Quantitative
LoB-wise reports are
unavailable.

• Lack of information

alignment between
compliance systems
and other large
and diverse data
sources (structured
/ unstructured)
and systems. Data
is inaccurate,
incomplete and
accessibility is
missing. This leads
to data quality and
management issues
(especially around
data consolidation
and aggregation).

• Banks’ half-baked

data processes
create duplication
in data collection,
which leads to data
inconsistencies. A
“golden source”
database is lacking.
Banks are illequipped to leverage
opportunities and
their existing data
provides little insights.
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Lack of
automation

• Lack of smart automation

and analytics capabilities
for consolidating, analyzing,
and reporting compliance
risks. Most compliance risk
reporting is at a high-level and
based primarily on qualitative
information.

• Lack of optimal reporting

automation prevents banks
from furnishing quality and
timely reports to regulators.
Consequently, this builds a
perception amongst concerned
regulators that the banks’
regulatory compliances are
inadequate.
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